
The Leith Bowling Club 

Bowling Meeting 

Thursday 10th March 2016 

7:00pm at Leith Bowling Club 

 

Minutes: 

 

 Greentech: 

Greentech were unable to attend the Bowling Meeting. They will attend the AGM on Tuesday 

15
th

 March instead and give an update on the green. 

 

 Match Secretary: 

Ali MacKay will be proposed as Vice President at the AGM. To allow him to fully commit to 

this position and to the Presidency in 2017 he will resign as the Match Secretary. 

At the AGM, nominations for the Match Secretary will be sought. If none are forthcoming 

Davie Morris will propose that a Match Committee be set up to cover this position. This will 

consist of three people, Drew Dodds, Davie Morris and Jimmy Malcolm, with Drew becoming 

the titular Match Secretary. 

 

 Competition conveners: 

Davie Morris gave thanks to Ian Ramsay, Alex Gibbs and Ali MacKay who carried out this 

function in the last two years.  

Davie Morris will propose at the AGM that the Match Committee take over as competition 

conveners. 

 

 Allocation of Rinks: 

Davie Morris advised that rinks should be drawn for all rounds of competitions apart from the 

semi-finals and final of the Championship and for the finals of all other competitions. 

Ali MacKay suggested that all six rinks should be drawn on a daily basis and not just for these 

with ties in the tie book. Members who arranged a tie at the last minute would have to check 

the tie book to determine which rink they MUST play their tie on. 

Ian Ramsay suggested that rinks 1 and 2 should not be played on, apart from league matches, 

until the end of May. This to help protect these rinks, which have been extensively damaged 

over the last few years. 

Adam Davidson advised that any rinks where the rink disks had been reversed should NOT be 

played on. 

 

 Hat Nights: 

Ali MacKay proposed that all ties (pairs, triples and rinks) played on a Hat Night will be 

eligible to receive a Hat Night ticket. Singles are not allowed to play on a Hat Night. 

Winners of the Dunedin Trophies will be awarded to these members who have the highest 

number of points. This figure will be reached through a combination of winning and attending. 

Individuals who play a bounce game on a Hat Night will not be awarded any points. 

 

 The playing of singles or pairs ties on a Monday night: 

Only pairs, triples and rinks can play ties on a Hat Night. Singles are not allowed. 

Pairs ties must start after the Hat Night has commenced 



 

 Rink Medal (format and timing): 

Ian Ramsay proposed that the Rink Medal take place at the start of the season. A vote was 

taken and this motion was carried by 13 votes to 10.  

Drew Dodds suggested that the Rink Medal start on the first Monday of May. 

 

 Friendlies and Open competitions– Ali MacKay 

Ali MacKay thanked all members who attended the three friendlies and competed in all four 

open competitions. Each was a great success. 

Davie Morris reiterated this thanks and advised that the Dalkeith friendly this year would be the 

60 anniversary of this fixture. We will be looking for ideas to make this a special event this 

year. This will be carried out with input from Dalkieth members. 

DM also passed his thanks to Stan McBain from Wardie, who stepped in at the last minute at 

the 2015 friendly, to make up the numbers. Stan will invited to take part in this year’s friendly 

because of the above and also as he is the President of Wardie this year. 

 

 End of season competition 

Ali MacKay suggested that as all the competitions should be completed before the end of 

August an end of season competition, to be played in September, be introduced and is looking 

for suggestions on what format this competition take. Several suggestions were made  

 

 New club shirt 

Ali MacKay advised that the new club shirt will arrive during the first week in April. 

It was questioned whether the new colours would required to be registered with EBL and 

Bowls Scotland. Subsequent to the meeting Davie Morris confirmed that this is not required. 

 

 Senior Bowls Scotland Competitions 

Ian Ramsay expressed concern that when the draw for the Senior Rink competition is made it 

does not contain names but entries are displayed as Leith A, Leith B etc. 

 

 Selection Committee 

Davie Morris advised that Craig Ramsay has expressed interest in joining the Selection 

Committee (to replace his brother Gavin, who has now left the club). Davie will propose at the 

AGM that the Selection Committee will consist of himself, Ian and Craig Ramsay. 

 

 AOCB 

Adam Davidson advised that a key has gone missing from one of the two tins in the Hat Night 

locker and is looking for whoever ‘borrowed’ this key to return it. 

This issue will also be raised at the AGM. 

Davie Morris advised that if the key is not returned arrangements will be made to have the 

locks replaced. 

 

 

 

Attendees: 

Davie Morris Ali MacKay Tom White Ricky Dineley 

Eddie Robertson Robert Devenport George Robertson Davie Newlands 

Drew Dodds Norrie Gibson Al Sellar Ian Ramsay 

Adam Davidson Gordon Littlejohn Alex Gibbs Jimmy Budge 

Drew Pake Davie Banks Alan Ward Jim Murray 

George Fitz Pete McCabe Jimmy Wilson  

 


